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Kademy partners with communication leaders and their 
teams to raise the bar on performance

What words come to mind 

when you think of inclusive 

communications?
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Introduction

● Understand how unconscious biases impact our 
communications

● Learn guiding principles to follow when shaping 
inclusive communications

● Consider your communications through different 
and inclusive perspectives
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Session Objectives
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Inclusive communications principles

● Aim for progress not perfection

● Be curious and open - consider different 
perspectives 

● Understand everyone has biases

● Don’t judge yourself or others, this is an 
opportunity to expand self-awareness

● Commit to continue learning
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The prefrontal cortex regulates focus, 
attention, and logic

The amygdala triggers emotional reactions & 
threat detections

When triggered, It floods body with stress 
hormones (adrenaline and cortisol) and 
overrides prefrontal cortex when it senses 
‘danger’

The amygdala ‘hijack’

Box breathing

1. Breathe in through your nose deep 
into your belly and chest 
HOLD FOR A COUNT OF FOUR

2. Hold breath for a count of four

3. Exhale completely, pulling your navel 
towards your spine
HOLD FOR A COUNT OF FOUR

4. Hold exhale for a count of four.

Repeat several times. 



DIVERSITY IS HAVING A SEAT 
AT THE TABLE, INCLUSION IS 

HAVING A VOICE, AND 
BELONGING IS HAVING 
THAT VOICE BE HEARD
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Circle of trust 
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PERSONAL

Write a list of the five people you spend the 
most time with/trust the most in your personal 
life (other than family)

PROFESSIONAL

Write a list of the five people you engage with 
the most at work (who you hired/promoted, 
interns, seek advice from, mentors, have 
lunch/coffee with)

Put a star next to each name 
with similar characteristics to you



Circle of trust  
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1. What did you observe about your lists?

2. How diverse are the groups (age, language, gender, nationality, sexual orientation, etc.)?

Circle of trust  
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1. How diverse would be the lists for the last five movies, television shows, books, 
podcasts, people who follow on social media, etc. you consumed?

2. What small steps could you take to incorporate greater diversity into your daily life?

3. What would you gain as a result? How would this impact your communications work?

Inclusive Communications: Where to start?

It’s more than a checklist. It’s important to consider…

1. How much diversity do I encounter?

2. How do we embrace diversity and inclusion as a communications team?

3. How diverse are the voices being shared/doing the communicating?

4. How closely do our images reflect our employees and consumers?

5. Is power being given to one person over another? Who is speaking/the expert and who 
is listening/the recipient?

6. What message is being implicitly conveyed? What do we want to explicitly convey?

Inclusive Communications: Perspectives
Looking at your communication materials, what messages could I receive as:

● A woman, a man, or someone who identifies as non-binary

● A person of Muslim, Jewish or Hindu faith

● A person identifying as from LGTBQ+ community

● A person with a disability

● A light-skinned person of colour or a dark-skinned person of colour

● Someone who lives in a rural or an urban area, different parts of world

● A non-English/dominant language speaker

● A plus-sized individual

● What else?



Search term doctor: Icons
Swiss Rail: SBB

Using inclusive language and words

● Consider impact not intent

● Find reputable sources to stay current and in the know

● Inclusive language is more than avoiding offensive terms

● If you aren’t sure - ask

1. What team or people processes can I pay more attention to? 

2. What actions will I now take?

3. What actions will I encourage our team to take?
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Next steps for action and 
commitment



What is my key takeaway from today?
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Key takeaways

katie.james@kademygroup.com
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www.kademygroup.com

Thank you!


